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Abstract
Integrating Naqli and Aqli knowledge is the vision of Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM), Malaysia, to
transform and create value for country, ummah and humanity. This concept becomes fundamental in
university’s curriculum for students that pursuing their studies in a various disciplines of knowledge. It is in
line with the Malaysian Education Development Plan, which aims to create young generation who are
knowledgeable, have an ability to think critically and creatively, have a strong leadership skills and ability to
communicate effectively at the global stage. The study intends to examine the perception of students that
adhere to curriculum that based on the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge, especially in USIM. Data
was obtained through distributed questionnaire form to students about their perception towards curriculum of
integrating Naqli and Aqli knowledge. 114 students from Tamhidi were selected as respondents in this study
case. The study found that majority of respondents have a basic knowledge about the integration of
knowledge since their secondary school. This is because mostly they came from religious secondary school
from either federal, state or private school. The study also found that the subject-based Islamic Education
plays an important role as it gives an overview of the integration of Naqli and Aqli. Majority of respondents
were able to differentiate between the two knowledge, however this study shows that it was difficult for them
to present some examples that explain the integration of both knowledge. In addition, this study revealed that
majority of respondents get clear information regarding to the integration of both knowledge in the courses
offered by the department. As a student of USIM, the majority of respondents are aware that the institution is
a public university that implements integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge in offered curriculum.
Keywords: Perception, Naqli and Aqli, Quran, university

1 INTRODUCTION
Islam devotes great importance of knowledge and education. Knowledge is the awareness of a thing with
reference to its reality (Raghib Asfahani, et.al, 1992) while education is something progressively instilled into
man (Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas, 1977). When the first of the Qur’an revealed, the first word of the
first verse was ‘Iqra’ that means, read. Allah said, which means: Read! In the Name of your Lord Who
created. He has created man from a clot. Read! And your Lord is the Most Generous. Who has taught by the
pen. He has taught man that which he knew not. (Quran, 96: 1-5) (Retrieved from
http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1109&Itemid=152).
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These five verses described about how Gabriel appeared to Prophet Muhammad P.B.U.H. when he was
meditated in a cave on a mountain called Hira’ in Mecca. This event has changed the history of mankind
forever in terms of the fact, the significance and the consequences (Syed al-Qutb, 1992). This is because the
meaning behind this event is to worship Allah as the only God and to know Allah is by being educated.
According to Al-Qadri (2007), man knew nothing and lives in ignorance before the revelation but now he was
blessed with knowledge and brought to light. It was light of awareness that was bestowed upon him. Allah
connected man to the system of education and exploration of knowledge revealed in these five verses and
enlighten human mind with numerous light of understandings.
Knowledge can be divided into two types, one is the knowledge of religion or the revelational sciences which
is called naqli knowledge, and the second one is the knowledge required by community or the rational
sciences which is called aqli. It is a parent’s obligation to ensure their children obtained both type of
knowledge (Mohd Hamid & Khaulah, 1994), for example Tawheed (believing in one God) is to be taught first
when it comes to religious knowledge, followed by Salah (the act of prayer) and recite the Holy Book
(Quran). On the other hand, the existence of doctor, engineer, lawyer, etc. are required for the betterment of
society, nevertheless this second type of knowledge should not take people far from God but to take them
closer to.
That is why USIM embraces both of holistic approach which unites Naqli and Aqli towards the delivery of
knowledge not only in the courses offered, but is also widely practised throughout the university including
administration and management levels. This approach has been trained to students of this university since
their Tamhidi (foundation) level and most of them came from similar background which is religious secondary
school.
USIM’s Tamhidi programme for SPM graduate which aims to prepare candidates for the First Degree level.
Tamhidi is derives from one of Arabic word which means ‘preparation’ such as the term ‘Matriculation in the
Ministry of Education and International Islamic Universiti Malaysia, ‘Foundation’ in Universiti Malaya,
‘Foundation Year’ in University Teknologi Malaysia or similar to pre-university programme (STPM, HSC or A’
Level). Thus, Tamhidi programme is equivalent to ‘foundation’ programme run by universities that have been
listed (Retrieved from http://tamhidi.usim.edu.my/en/info-usim).
Therefore, the fact is basically they have been received Islamic education through formal education even
since primary school and followed by secondary school such as Islamic Education subject offered during
primary school and lower secondary school, and for upper secondary school there are Quran and Sunnah
Education, Syariah Islamiyah Education and Tasawwur subject offered. So it is almost impossible for them to
say that they have no idea what is Naqli and Aqli knowledge since they had learned about it for a very long
time. For this reason, they should be able to differentiate between both knowledge and present some
example if they had received clear explanation about the knowledge since primary school.
So this study is prepared to know to which extent is their perception about Naqli and Aqli knowledge during
their Tamhidi level and their thought about USIM as a public university that implement Naqli and Aqli towards
the delivery of knowledge to respond to USIM strategic planning 2016-2025 (PSUSIM16:25) which aims to
become a reference centre for the Integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge at regional level by 2016 and
international level by 2025 (Retrieved from http://www.usim.edu.my/usim-strategic-planning/).

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research methodology is the most important thing in case study. It is a systematic process in defining the
objectives, managing the data, and communicating the findings occur within established frameworks and in
accordance with existing guidelines (Williams, 2007). Empirically, this study employed quantitative research
which typically begins from collecting data using survey research.
According to Karlinger (1973), survey research is a study on large and small populations by selecting
samples chosen from the desired population and to discover relative incidence, distribution and
interrelations. In this method, a researcher poses a series of questions to the respondents, summarises their
responses in percentage, frequency distribution and some other statistical approach.
In this research, a questionnaire form has been used to collect data. Cohen, et.al, (2000) claimed that the
questionnaire is widely used and useful instrument for collecting survey information, providing structured,
often numerical data, being able to be administrated without the presence of the researcher. Also
comparatively, this method involve low cost and straightforward to analyse.
In general, each set of questionnaire is divided into two sections, Section A: Background information on
respondents, Section B: Require respondents to answer 6 questions related to Naqli and Aqli knowledge
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based on Five Likert Scale which is Strongly Disagree (1), Disgree (2), Not Sure (3), Agree (4) and Strongly
Agree (5). This attitudinal scales was created by Likert because of the difficulty of measuring character and
personality traits then the data analysed based on the composite score (Harry N. B. & Deborah A. B., 2012).
Hence, this B section intend to observe respondents’ perception towards Naqli and Aqli knowledge which
contains 6 questions.
The question asked was related to their acquisition about Naqli and Aqli knowledge during their secondary
school, the role of Islamic Education subject during secondary school and its’ benefit in giving overview
about Naqli and Aqli knowledge, an ability to differentiate between Naqli and Aqli knowledge, the difficulties
in giving example regarding to Naqli and Aqli knowledge, the acquisition of clear explanation about Naqli and
Aqli knowledge in all courses during their Tamhidi level and their consent about USIM as a public university
that implement Naqli and Aqli knowledge. After the data collected, the results will be analysed using SPSS
software and descriptive research findings will be conducted.
A total of 114 students from Tamhidi Syariah and Law were chosen consist of 41 males and 73 females
which bring the percentage of male respondents 36% while female respondents 64%. This percentage
shows that female is a dominant sample in this study. As a matter of fact, secondary school background may
influence their perception regarding to their Naqli and Aqli knowledge. The acceptance of academic subject
followed by Islamic Education in formal education institution which is school, could give the respondents
some overview about both of the knowledge. This is because mostly they came from almost similar religious
secondary school from either federal, state or private school but majority of them came from state
government secondary school. It is proved by majority of them claimed that they have high interest in
learning more thoroughly about Naqli and Aqli knowledge since they have learned the basic one from
secondary school.

3 RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Various types of secondary school in Malaysia might influenced respondents’ acquisition of Naqli and Aqli
knowledge. As Muhd Nur Manuty (1984) indicated, the establishment of religious school related with process
of Islamic education and the spread of Islam in Malaysia. Islamic education in Malaysia is going through a
long period of time since the arrival of Islam to Malay Land and it continues until today.
Religious school in Malaysia not only deliver basic knowledge but it also become main Islamic education’s
institution because the knowledge of Islam and the nurturing of Islamic value has been implemented in order
to create personality of Muslim children (Masitah & Aizan, 2015).
As mentioned before, during Tamhidi level, students are making preparation to elevate themselves to
another level which is Bachelor’s Degree and generally they came from almost similar secondary school
background which is religious secondary school. So this research has an expectation that most of them have
about same opinion regarding to Naqli and Aqli knowledge. It has been proven by results from the
respondents that majority of them had a thought that the knowledge of Naqli and Aqli gained since their
secondary school. Hence, the first item (C1) asked is about their knowledge of Naqli and Aqli knowledge
gained during secondary school.

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Disagree

5

4.4

4.4

4.4

Not Sure

22

19.3

19.3

23.7

Agree

60

52.6

52.6

76.3

Strongly Agree

27

23.7

23.7

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

C1

Table 1: The percentage of respondents who are agree that the knowledge of Naqli and Aqli gained during
their secondary school.
Table 1 clearly shows that more than half respondents which is 52.60% out of them are “agree” and 4.40%
are “disagree” with this statement. Meaning that minority said they were not obtained knowledge of Naqli and
Aqli during their secondary school. While 23.70% are “strongly agree” and 19.30% are “not sure” whether
they had obtained Naqli and Aqli knowledge from secondary school or not. Those who claimed that they
were not agree and not sure about acquisition of Naqli and Aqli knowledge during secondary school is
ISBN: 978-605-82433-1-6
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probably because they were confused about the meaning of Naqli and Aqli knowledge in the first place
because that terms are available in the content of subject such as Islamic Education subject.
Therefore, Naqli and Aqli knowledge has really strong connection with Islamic Education subject since it
describes about religious and rational sciences. According to Baharom Mohamad, et.al, (2004), Islamic
Education subject is a subject offered in primary and secondary school which aimed to create pious,
educated and ethical individual in this world and hereafter. Therefore, this subject must be introduced and
taught as a way of life, not just for the sake of deliver the information and knowledge alone but it must be
practised by every individual Muslim since childhood. Solehah et.al (2008) also claimed the ultimate goal of
this this Islamic education is related to character building which required beliefs and values as key elements
in the implementation of integrated Islamic curriculum. Hence, Islamic Education subject learned in schools
affect students’ perceptions about Naqli and Aqli knowledge especially through text book used in class as a
teaching and learning process which is in the form of text, illustrations, activities, descriptions and photos
(Mahanom, 1998).
The effectiveness of this subject can be seen through three aspects. The first one is through
implementations, the second one is through achievement in examination and the third one is through
appreciation and practice (Suzalie, 20013). So as long as they practice what they have learned through the
subject since secondary school, it should be no problem to understand Naqli and Aqli knowledge through all
courses in Tamhidi. This second item (C2) is about relation between Islamic Education subject learned
during secondary school and Naqli and Aqli knowledge.

C2 The percentage of respondents who are agree that Islamic Education
subject give clear explanation regarding Naqli and Aqli knowledge
[]
[]

[]
[]

[]
[]
Disagree
Not Sure
Agree
Strongly Agree

[]
[]

Pie Chart 1: The percentage of respondents who are agree that Islamic Education subject give clear
explanation regarding Naqli and Aqli knowledge.
The analysis yielded that more than half (55%) respondents indicated that they were “agree” that Islamic
Education subject give clear explanation regarding Naqli and Aqli knowledge while a total of 6% were
“disagree” with that statement. The big difference seen between those who are agree and not agree that
Islamic Education subject give clear explanation regarding Naqli and Aqli knowledge shows the importance
of Islamic Education subject in producing human that devoted to God and creating young generation based
on Al-Quran and As-Sunnah. None of them chose strongly not agree shows that they might have even slight
idea about the relationship between Naqli knowledge and Islamic Education subject.
Thus, they must know the difference between both of the knowledge. Basically, Islamic education consist of
both religious science which derived from divine revelation and acquired science which gained through
human intellectual capabilities both type of knowledge should be integrated with the principle of Tawheed or
Divine Unity as mentioned before (Solehah, et.al, 2008).
Integration refers to the process that combines or collects things. Essentially, it is a process of uniting
something to achieve particular aims in producing new things. In context of knowledge, integration means
the combination of two disciplines of knowledge which create new knowledge such as the concept of
integrating Naqli and Aqli knowledge in USIM’s vision (Ibrahim, MA., et.al, 2015). When it comes to
combination of two knowledges, both of them supposed to bring two different meanings.
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For example, studies in Geography limited to only real world. However, study of the supernatural in nature
such as the transition of day and night, the creation of moon and sun and many more, refers to
understanding the nature created by Allah. Meanwhile western view emphasise on the phenomenon of
things or events. It is different from Islam view because it is not only study about the phenomenon of creation
but also the wisdom behind it (ibid). Therefore, it is clear that both knowledge are different in certain way but
both of them have strong connection. It was proved by the results collected from respondents about their
capability to distinguish between Naqli and Aqli knowledge, which is the third item (C3) in this study.

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Not Sure

25

21.9

21.9

21.9

Agree

65

57.0

57.0

78.9

Strongly Agree

24

21.1

21.1

100.0

Total

114

100.0

100.0

C3

Table 2: The percentage of respondents who are agree with their abilities to differentiate between Naqli and
Aqli knowledge.
Table 2 shows the percentage of respondents who are agree with their abilities to differentiate between Naqli
and Aqli knowledge. Fortunately, the results can be seen as positive result when neither of them chose
“strongly disagree” nor “disagree”.
It was obvious that most of them know that both of the knowledge is different to each other since majority of
them chose “agree” and “strongly agree”. More than half of respondents which is 57.0% “agree” with their
abilities to differentiate between Naqli and Aqli knowledge and 21.10% from them claimed that they are
“strongly agree” with that statement. This is because they are confident that they have obtained Naqli and
Aqli knowledge since primary school, which is formal education institution. While those who are “not sure” is
21.90%. There is a possibilities that they are confuse regarding both knowledge because of the strong
connection with each other.
Naqli and Aqli knowledge is two different type of knowledge and each of the respondent should be able to
differentiate between both knowledge since it is like a fertilizer for USIM, as it will determine the ecosystem in
this university (Nurkhamimi, et.al, 2016). He describes that USIM is unique because it is the only university
that implement the concept of Naqli and Aqli into the curriculum and governance. The aim of the university
for its’ graduate is to become a professional in their respective disciplines effectively and at the same time
they are capable to contribute to the development of Islam. That is why the thorough understanding about
Naqli and Aqli are important to realize USIM’s goal.
If the respondents can differentiate between both of the knowledge completely, supposedly they have no
problem to present clear examples that explain the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge because they
know the content and they can relate all rational sciences with Islamic elements as stated in Quran and
Sunnah. These examples become an evidence to prove that the respondents seriously understand the
meaning of Naqli and Aqli. Deep understanding about the integration both of the knowledge in education can
bring positive effect in self-development, ummah (community) and country.
The reason is, the final aim for this integrated knowledges in education is producing human with high
intellectual, multi-skill, proactive and positive towards knowledge (Zetty N. R. & Ab.Halim T., 2015). This final
aim will ring human close to the truth, especially about the meaning of life and its’ purpose which at the end
they will achieve self-actualization (Rohana, 2010).
Hence, the fourth item (C4) from this research found out the level of difficultness faced by respondents in
presenting some clear examples that explain the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge. The results show
that the respondents were quite hesitate to answer this question because all five scales were selected
randomly.
It was proved by 42.1% of respondents are “not sure” about the difficulty to present some clear examples
that explain the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge which brings the majority. Only 1,8% of respondents
confident with their knowledge regarding to Naqli and Aqli while 5.3% “strongly agree” about the toughness
of presenting example from Naqli and Aqli knowledge. This is probably because some of them still unable to
understand Naqli and Aqli concept thoroughly. Therefore, examples of Naqli and Aqli knowledge should be
ISBN: 978-605-82433-1-6
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clarified with more detail in each courses, so that the respondent can distinguish the two branches of
knowledge.
Logically they should be able to present some examples regarding Naqli and Aqli knowledge because it was
applied in all of their courses during Tamhidi level even in social and physical sciences subject. Even though
it was the knowledge create by human rational, it will relate to the supernatural in nature that created by
Allah at the end of the lesson.
Therefore, the fifth item (C5) studied trough out this research is whether they were getting clear information
about Naqli and Aqli knowledge through all courses in Tamhidi or not.
Until now there are five programmes available in Tamhidi level which are Tamhidi of Medicine, Tamhidi of
Dentistry, Tamhidi of Science and Technology, Tamhidi of Syariah and Law and Tamhidi of Accounting and
Muamalat. Based on list of courses for Tamhidi students, Islamic element subject has been inserted in each
Tamhidi programmes such as al-Quran and Hadis in Sciences (al-Quran wa al-Hadis fi al-Ulum)
(http://tamhidi.usim.edu.my/en/program-akademik/senarai-kursus-dan-jam-kredit). Clear and thorough
explanation could answer their inquiries about Naqli and Aqli knowledge. Generally, not just subjects that
have been seen clearly as Islamic subject considered as Naqli knowledge. Even the core subject itself is
integrated by Naqli and Aqli knowledge for example the dimension of science and technology in Quran.
Thus, as pointed out by Jamal Khairi (2010), Quran’s point of view about science and technology can be
discovered by how Quran’s view about knowledge, which known as the highest position as well as faith
(iman). He also indicated that to understand sunnatullah in this universe, human have been provided with
two potentials, the first one is from inner self of human which also known as fitrah (natural) potential and the
second one is from outer self of human which is nature resource potential. Only those who are educated and
intelligent can relate and think about the power of Allah through His signs such as knowledge of nature like
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geology and many more are instruments to understand natural
phenomenon precisely.

Pie Chart 2: The percentage of respondent who are agree for getting clear information about Naqli and Aqli
knowledge through all courses in Tamhidi.
Therefore, the analysis yielded positive result regarding this question since most of them chose “strongly
agree” and “agree”. With reference to Pie Chart 2, majority (52%) of the respondent “agree” in getting clear
information about Naqli and Aqli knowledge through all courses in Tamhidi while 26% of the respondents
“strongly agree”. This result show that most of them understand what they have learned in class and capable
to relate the lesson with the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge.
But 21.90% of the respondents chose “not sure” with that statement. Those who are select this answer
probably consist of those who cannot differentiate between Naqli and Aqli because it is impossible to get
clear information regarding to Naqli and Aqli knowledge through all courses in Tamhidi if they are unable to
differentiate between them because it is related with each other. Furthermore, neither of them chose
ISBN: 978-605-82433-1-6
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“strongly disagree” nor “disagree”, shows that most of them thought that they had got benefit through
learning process about Naqli and Aqli knowledge that they obtained during Tamhidi level.
Lastly (C6), the analysis revealed about respondents’ perception toward USIM as a public university that
implement the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge. Relation between science and Islam known as
integration relation. This integration can be divided into two types, first is natural theology which see all
science findings as the way to become closer to God. The other type is theology of nature which described
that discovery of God should be upgraded continuously in line with development of knowledge (Barbour,
2005). USIM is the first public university in Malaysia that provides science and Islamic studies at the same
time for example for undergraduate studies there is Bachelor of Quranic Studies with Multimedia programme
and Bachelor of Sunnah Studies with Information Management programme under Faculty of Quran Sunnah
Studies (http://www.usim.edu.my/study-at-usim/undergraduate-studies/).
Meanwhile, during Tamhidi level, USIM only focus on five programmes because the university want to focus
more to the quality of the students instead of the quantity because their aims is not only to produce students
that capable to compete in faculty level but to develop human capital which can contribute to community and
Islam through professional carrier (Azniwati bt. Abd Aziz, et.al, 2016).
Therefore, relationship between science and Islam is extremely important and it is proven by 67 out of 114
respondents chose “strongly agree” that USIM is a public university that implement the integration of Naqli
and Aqli knowledge which brings a total of majority, and 40 of them chose “agree” with that statement. This
outcome shows positive results among respondents since most of them put their trust in USIM in
implementing the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge through education in all courses offered.
While only 7 of the respondents “not sure” whether USIM is a public university that implement the integration
of Naqli and Aqli knowledge or not. This is probably because they are not thoroughly understand the
meaning of Naqli and Aqli knowledge and unable relate the knowledge with what they have learned during
Tamhidi level. The fact is the integration of Naqli and Aqli can be seen in USIM make the university
remarkable compared to other university in terms of creating better ummah not just in this world but also in
hereafter. It is good that neither of them chose “disagree” nor “strongly disagree” in this case because it has
proved that most of them have good perception toward USIM’s vision in integrating Naqli and Aqli
knowledge.

Crosstabs
C6 USIM is a public university that implement

the integration of Naqli and Aqli knowledge.
Not Sure

Knowledge of Disagree
Naqli and Aqli gained
during
their Not Sure
secondary school.
C1

Agree

.

Strongly Agree
Total

Count
% of Total
Count
% of Total
Count
% of Total
Count
% of Total
Count
% of Total

1
0.9%
1
0.9%
3
2.6%
2
1.8%
7
6.1%

Agree
1
0.9%
9
7.9%
27
23.7%
3
2.6%
40
35.1%

Strongly Agree
3
2.6%
12
10.5%
30
26.3%
22
19.3%
67
58.8%

Total
5
4.4%
22
19.3%
60
52.6%
27
23.7%
114
100.0%

Table 3: Crosstabs Item C1 and C6
Table 3 demonstrates a crosstab between Item C1 (Knowledge of Naqli and Aqli gained during their
secondary school) and Item C6 (USIM is a public university that implement the integration of Naqli and Aqli
knowledge). There are 60 respondents who are “agree” with Item C1 and 67 claimed they are “strongly
agree” with Item C6. Research concluded that the students could understand the question given properly
and give feedback seriously. Yet no doubt that the increasing percentage also shows that some of the
respondents have fixed perception about this issue. This is because they have obtained Naqli and Aqli
knowledge since their secondary school. Item C1 and C6 should have equivalent result because majority of
the respondent had received academic education together with Islamic education become continuity of
knowledge in USIM. It can be concluded that USIM is a public university that implement the integration of
Naqli and Aqli and not contradict with their knowledge about Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence) in secondary
school and USIM.
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4 CONCLUSION
Islam is not just about salah (praying), dhikr (chanting), fasting and so on but it is comprehensive in all
aspects in this life. That is why the concept of integrating Naqli and Aqli concept exist in education system
that can develop better ummah by focusing on Islamic values and morals. Integrated Islamic curriculum aims
to produce an integrated Islamic personality in accordance with Allah’s will. That is why USIM uphold a
balanced approach between both of the knowledge.
The findings reached the conclusion that background information of respondents affected their perception
about the integration concept of Naqli and Aqli knowledge since majority of them claimed that they have
obtained both of the knowledge from secondary school. Meanwhile there was still some of them hesitate
about the acquisition of Naqli and Aqli knowledge during secondary school. These two knowledge have a
strong connection with Islamic education subject that they had learned during secondary school. This subject
give a big impact to respondents in order to understand and relate Naqli and Aqli knowledge in practice. So
they should have known about the concept as long as they understand it thoroughly and practise it in
everyday life since it is long learning process.
The results also indicated positive results when majority of them capable to differentiate between Naqli and
Aqli knowledge. Despite the encouraging findings, this study found that they have faced the difficulty in
presenting some clear examples that explain the integration of Naqli and Aqli. This result was contradict with
positive results at the beginning of the questionnaire probably because they could not think right away about
the example that explain both of the knowledge. Furthermore, the findings show that more than half of the
respondents get clear information about Naqli and Aqli knowledge through all courses in Tamhidi and
consent to the fact that USIM is a public university that implement the integration of Naqli and Aqli
knowledge. But overall, their perception towards this concept is at a satisfactory level.
To make all Tamhidi students understand about this concept is not an easy task. Persistent efforts in a very
comprehensive, critical and creative manner are needed in order to achieve this vision because they are
newcomer in pre-university life and still need some time to adapt to the new environment and the new
education system which is different from teaching and learning process at school. It becomes one of great
challenge for them in order to enter the real of university life, depends on their interest and willingness to
understand the concept.
Given the findings and conclusions, the study suggested that the first step to take is to re-discover students’
understanding towards religion for example some religious terminology such as jihad, ilmu, ihsan, iman and
taqwa should be interpreted in a wider context than just religious terminology and relate it with all courses in
Tamhidi. Furthermore, teaching and learning process in class need an improvement in-line with the
development of science and technology.
It is hoped that this study can discover perception of Tamhidi students toward the integration concept of
Naqli and Aqli knowledge in USIM, so that the university can provide more clear picture of the concept make
sure that all students understand the concept to produce Muslim individual with good quality. In a nutshell, a
way to improve the level of effectiveness in teaching and learning process should be devised urgently to
uphold USIM’s basic principle of both knowledge and promote Islamic solidarity for the ummah.
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